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What originally made you interested in reading/watching/playing this media? How
did you hear about it or come across it? 
I wanted to play a basketball game and kill time on my offseason and stumbled onto NBA
2k23. 2K was a childhood game so I started playing again to kill time when I was resting
from basketball.

Is it part of a series? If so, what series is it?  

Yes, the NBA 2K series

What is this media about? Make sure to give enough interesting details without
spoiling too much! 

As a mycareer player, you have to silence the haters against “MP” which the city of the
team of choice is going to retaliate against you wanting a better known player otherwise
known as “Shep.” These two will battle all regular season and Playoffs to determine who is
the better basketball player.

Who are the main characters? What makes them interesting or unique?   

The two main characters are “MP” and his crew and “Shep” and his crew, both battle of
course to be known as the better player. Playing as MP you can go either way rather being
cocky or humble, it is the player’s choice. Shep is more cocky so you fight fire with fire or
do the opposite. 



What type of person might enjoy this media? For example, this book is for someone
who likes Percy Jackson, someone who enjoys getting scared, someone who likes a
challenge, etc. 

Sports enjoyer, an athlete, any of the following really. I feel like you don’t even have to be
an athlete to enjoy the game. If you are a competitive person then this is the game with all
the online and offline game modes there are. I think it’s the perfect game for those who
compete.

Did you like this media? Would you recommend it to others? Why or why not?  

I would recommend it, the only issue I have with the game is lack of story once you get
deeper. Once you finish it, which it’s pretty short, there’s nothing else to do after that and
at that point you’ll probably stop playing the game. Other than that, awesome game. I
would recommend to anyone trying to kill time. It’s the perfect game for it.

Do you like the cover? Does it convey what the media is about?   

This cover can be better. This could be biased or not, whatever the case is, but it seems
very lackluster. And the player on the cover, “Devin Booker,” isn’t the best choice. Could
have been other players, but it’s not the worst cover ever.

Do you have any last thoughts about this media that you would like to include in
your review? 

Game was good considering the circumstances 2K has been in trying to bring back a
game that really did horrible during the pandemic. It is a very fun game and has a very
good story. It just lacks depth to the story.

Does this media remind you of anything else you’ve read/watched/played? 

Basketball - playing it or even watching the NBA. It’s all the same, all revolves around the
same thing and I love basketball. 2K is perfect for me and I love watching the NBA all the
time, so playing it is as good.


